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Greetings and love from the desk of the Iditor:

May 25th is African Liberation day, and we are once again debating the freedom of Africa.
The TTRU urges the Rasta nation to continue relentlessly striving for the TOTAL freedom
of Africa and its people.
We would like to take this opportunity to announce I n I gathering on August 6th and 7th
@ the TTRU Hq in Trinidad. If you are in Trinidad and would like to attend, you can call
785-9565 for directions.
Shortly we would be releasing our first hard copy of the Freedom Fighter in newspaper
format, which can then be subscribed to.
May is also the month of the Panama Diasporic Rastafari Summit. Please attend if you can.
TTRU work/study trip to Trinidad in August is going according to plan. Preparations on
the land is currently underway for the arrival of the US delegation and members of TTRU
who reside in the US.
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Design and layout— Ras Ravin-I
Writers— Professor Lance Seunarine / Ras Jahaziel/ Ras Nathaniel
Photographs— Bro. Joel Heaton/ Ras Ravin-I / Ras Allan Joseph/ Ras Lincoln Noreiga
H.I.M Photos— TTRU Rastafari Archives
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APPEAL TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
Haile Selassie I, June 1936
"I, Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia, am here today
to claim that justice which is due to my people, and the
assistance promised to it eight months ago, when fifty
nations asserted that aggression had been committed in
violation of international treaties.
There is no precedent for a Head of State himself
speaking in this assembly. But there is also no precedent for a people being victim of such injustice and being at present threatened by abandonment to its aggressor. Also, there has never before been an example of
any Government proceeding to the systematic extermination of a nation by barbarous means, in violation of
the most solemn promises made by the nations of the
earth that there should not be used against innocent human beings the terrible poison of harmful gases. It is to
defend a people struggling for its age-old independence
that the head of the Ethiopian Empire has come to Geneva to fulfill this supreme duty, after having himself
fought at the head of his armies.

It was at the time when the operations for the encircling
of Makalle were taking place that the Italian command,
fearing a rout, followed the procedure which it is now
my duty to denounce to the world. Special sprayers
were installed on board aircraft so that they could vaporize, over vast areas of territory, a fine, death-dealing
rain. Groups of nine, fifteen, eighteen aircraft followed
one another so that the fog issuing from them formed a
continuous sheet. It was thus that, as from the end of
January, 1936, soldiers, women, children, cattle, rivers,
lakes and pastures were drenched continually with this
deadly rain. In order to kill off systematically all living
creatures, in order to more surely to poison waters and
pastures, the Italian command made its aircraft pass
over and over again. That was its chief method of warfare.
Ravage and Terror

The very refinement of barbarism consisted in carrying
ravage and terror into the most densely populated parts
I pray to Almighty God that He may spare nations the
of the territory, the points farthest removed from the
terrible sufferings that have just been inflicted on my
scene of hostilities. The object was to scatter fear and
people, and of which the chiefs who accompany me
death over a great part of the Ethiopian territory. These
here have been the horrified witnesses.
fearful tactics succeeded. Men and animals succumbed.
The deadly rain that fell from the aircraft made all those
It is my duty to inform the Governments assembled in
whom it touched fly shrieking with pain. All those who
Geneva, responsible as they are for the lives of millions drank the poisoned water or ate the infected food also
of men, women and children, of the deadly peril which succumbed in dreadful suffering. In tens of thousands,
threatens them, by describing to them the fate which
the victims of the Italian mustard gas fell. It is in order
has been suffered by Ethiopia. It is not only upon warri- to denounce to the civilized world the tortures inflicted
ors that the Italian Government has made war. It has
upon the Ethiopian people that I resolved to come to
above all attacked populations far removed from hosGeneva. None other than myself and my brave compantilities, in order to terrorize and exterminate them.
ions in arms could bring the League of Nations the undeniable proof. The appeals of my delegates addressed
At the beginning, towards the end of 1935, Italian airto the League of Nations had remained without any ancraft hurled upon my armies bombs of tear-gas. Their
swer; my delegates had not been witnesses. That is why
effects were but slight. The soldiers learned to scatter,
I decided to come myself to bear witness against the
waiting until the wind had rapidly dispersed the poison- crime perpetrated against my people and give Europe a
ous gases. The Italian aircraft then resorted to mustard
warning of the doom that awaits it, if it should bow begas. Barrels of liquid were hurled upon armed groups.
fore the accomplished fact.
But this means also was not effective; the liquid affected only a few soldiers, and barrels upon the ground
were themselves a warning to troops and to the population of the danger.
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de Sunday school teacher tell meh de story bout how
Jesus born.
Yuh know de Christmas story bout Joseph and Mary
an de donkey in de cow pen an all dat, well...dis is
what ah find funny, de Sunday teacher school teacher
say dat Joseph wasn’t de baby fadder. So if Joseph
wasn’t de baby fadder. How Mary get pregnant? Dat
is some funny bizness ah tell yuh, I must be need ah
bush bath, Joseph...poor fella...have to raise ah next
man child….According tuh de laws of nature...Joseph
or some edda man had to screw Mary fuh she to get
pregnant…..but dey tell is ah god sen ah angel to bring
baby tuh Mary...so somebody lying...ah know is not
me. Ah edda ting is de story bout Cain and Abel.

Wha de people saying...
Yes I, now de critics at it again, dese people don’t know wen tuh shut up…
Now dey saying dat de New York Times
newspaper have ah story bout His Majesty
have ah next child after he wife ded...
lord have mercy….an de sideliners dem
having ah ball with dey gossip and slanda,
dey start tuh point dey finger at Rasta,
some ah dem even saying. Rasta yuh god
is ah adulterer….
Dey always calling meh name tuh tell meh
ting. All yuh, ah doh want tuh hear nuthin.
Look yuh see me , lemme hush meh
mouth, meh mouth does get meh in
trouble.
Ah edda ting wey does worry meh is de
story bout de immaculate conception. Now,
is either ah chupid or somebody tink ah
doh have ah brain, check it out…..all dese
years dem have meh believing dat baby
does come wen man an ooman have sex,
ah have meh own baby, so ah know dat is
true, now as ah boy wen dey sen meh tuh
Sunday school,

Now tell meh if ah chupid, Adam and eve was de only
two people on the earth, an den Eve had two sons, so
dat make three man and one ooman, Cain kill Abel
and den he went to the land of the north and there he
found his wife. Ah went tuh school fuh ah lil bit, and
ah know how tuh count from one tuh ten, Now, some
people tell meh dat Eve had more children. Dey had
ah daughter, if dat is so, den Cain take he sister to be
he wife, an dat is incest. Dat is sure some funny
bizness dey ah tell yuh, and if dat is true, den it ok fuh
ah man to screw he modder or he sister, but we doh
do that, cause it wrong.
Den ah Seven Days Adventist tell meh dat God did ordain dat to be so back in dem days, but den I start
thinking, if de word of God is de same yesterday, today and forever, how come it was ok to do dat back
then and today it wrong? Like God going back on he
word…...ah tell all yuh something fishy going on dey,
……
Anyway,...Leh meh hush meh mouth before somebody
bust meh head.

Http://www.rastafarivisions.com
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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

CALLING RASTAFARI !!!!
ALL MANSIONS
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO RASTAFARI UNITED (TTRU)
GRAND MOTORCADE !!
JULY 23rd 2005
FROM NAVET THRU TO FYZABAD
START @ NAVET RD, SAN FERNANDO AT 11.am — FINISH @ TTRU
COMPOUND, FYZABAD
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO RASTAFARI UNITED
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF ITS FREE TRUEBRARY AT ITS GATES IN FYZABAD,
OPEN TO THE COMMUNITY FROM 10am—3 pm, ON SATTADAYS.
COME AND READ AND IDUCATE THE MIND, REASON AND SOUND SOME ISES. COME
AND SATTA IN THE GREENERY AND HEAR THE ISELF THINK.
COME MAKE WE REASON BOUT RASTAFARI, HAILE SELLASSIE I
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TTRU TRINIDAD HOUSE
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Some Where in APRIL by Prof. Lance Seunarine
In Africa, The rains signal the start of another season. In April 2005, in North America the North East
experienced an anomaly that brought for the first time
several inches of rain. This caused flooding and massive destruction to property and livestock estimated in
the billions of dollars.
In Africa, though for me, April always puts me in perspective as I try to reflect on the genocide committed
in Rwanda in 1994. For those who don't know,
Rwanda is a landlocked country in Africa that has as
it neighbors Uganda, Tanzania, Burundi and The
DRC. It has lush rich soil and it can feed its population and also the surrounding countries if they wish to
do so.
On April 6, 1994, the Rwandan Presidential plane
was shot down and all hell broke loose. The West and
we Africans stood by idly as the Hutus slaughtered
the WaTutsis. In 90 days, 800,000 Tutsis were massacred in Rwanda; its rivers were turned red from
blood, overflowing with bloated bodies; children
massacred while some were used for target practice;
women were savagely raped and then murdered in the
most heinous ways designed by man. The massacre at
the Gikondo Church was much publicized.
The weapon of destruction was the machete (cutlass)
imported from China, M-16 from the USA and several weapons associated from France, Russia and Belgium. The international community with an inept
mandate from the United Nations cared less for the
"savages." President Clinton (the so called Black
President) chose to ignore the cries for help especially
since he was soundly defeated in Somalia by General
Aidid. (See Black Hawk Down for more details of
America's role in Somalia).
In addition, Clinton was reinitiating his political campaign for a second term at the White House and he
and his advisers would have nothing to do with this
explosive issue. Later on, Clinton would remark to his
UN ambassador Robert Holbroke that the Rwanda
debacle was the worst failure of his administration.
Yet, we should not be too quick to exculpate the
US and the rest of the Security Council--- France and
the United Kingdom-- from this crime against humanity. The UN pulled its troops from Rwanda thus giving a signal to the RGF that the UN would not fulfill
the mandate of the Arusha Accords.

Bagosora, the chief architect of this genocide would be
given a free pass to kill. It was like the devil had prepared a massive feast and invited all to partake. It would
end only when the RPG under the leadership of Paul
Kagame who would take the imitative and save his ethnic group from extermination.
Today, Rwanda under President Kagame has an economic design which includes education and the business
community. He has made a political commitment to
expand ICT by establishing the Kigali Institute of Science and Technology. Its main objective is to assist and
foster the drive for economic independence. Women
now play a greater role in the decision making process
Rwanda.
So what have we leaned from this holocaust? Nothing!
Since then in Africa, we have witnessed the killing
fields in Sierra Leone, Ivory Coast, and the 75,000
deaths that have occurred in one year in the NE region
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). We sit
idle as the Janjaweed kill thousands and have displaced
two million Sudanese who have now become international beggars in Chad and the surrounding countries;
we have observed the recent after election explosions in
Togo. We have chosen to remain quiet as 20,000 Africans die per day. (NYT 2/27/04). We have ignored the
cries for help so that our children can go to school designed by Rastas in Shashamane and in Benin. Did you
know that it costs $80 annually to send a child to school
in Shashamane? That is less than $7.00 per month or
less than $1.60 per week Do you know that the school in
Shashamane is 400 strong with 90% of the children
coming from Non Rastas? Do you know that Mama Eva
Jah and her Kingman has funded their school in Benin
with little help from Rastas and now has over 60 students in attendance? Shame on us Rastas!
April also means time to reflect on the revolution of
1970 that almost succeeded in Trinidad and Tobago. .
The movers back then were young people
of Indian and African descent who sought to change the
social milieu of the country that preached one thing and
practice another. Some would pay
the ultimate price: Beverley Jones and Guy Harewood
are two of the many who died as we tried to bring this
dream to a reality. Today some 35 years, the conditions
exists the same. For example, in a population of 1.3 million, 442,000 are living in poverty while 168,000 youths
are unemployed. There are more sophisticated guns on
the streets now than back then when we were young.
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SOMEWHERE IN APRIL continued.
There are several protests taking place in Trinidad. In
Mayaro for the eighth year, the demonstration which
takes place continues to emphasize the same issues:
the have nots need more jobs and food and an end to
exploitation by the foreign national corporations.
While we bemoaned the kidnappings that are taking
place, we must understand that the kidnappings are a
sign of protests that the distribution of the wealth is
lopsided. The silent but orderly protest spearheaded
by Ken Gordon and the 280 signatories to the
"Principles" is a working paper for change. We must
understand that change is a necessary perquisite if we
are to enjoy the wealth of the land. It is high time we
tell the government that we do not want to be beggars
any longer.
So, April has come and gone and we settle for the
same malaise and wait until next April to gather again
to discuss what could have been done "last year."

INDIAN WOMAN ARRIVING IN
TRINIDAD, WEST
INDIES early 1900,
DALIT/ DRAVIDIAN
SUDRA CASTE
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Ras Nathaniel’s Report From The First Southern California Rastafari Symposium
"Greetings in the Most Precious Name of HIM Haile Selassie I!
I just return from the First Southern California Rastafari Symposium at the
Malcolm X Library in San Diego. The event was full of wisemind and energy and
tightly focused on its announced theme: Repatriation.
Jaja Malik of the Afrikan Liberation Day Committee of the Pan African Association of America, along with JaSon Kiner and Ras Anta brought together a packed
auditorium. Ras Attitude's "Ithiopia Alone" from his Love Life CD was selected as
the Symposium's Anthem and everyone should get a copy from soundvizion@hotmail.com (www.soundvizionrecords.com)
Jaja Malik made opening remarks, commenting on the
elections that just took place in Ethiopia. JaSon then set
the tone for the Symposium and introduced the speakers.
Elder Eusi Kwayana began the program with an Istimony
about Dr. Walter Rodney and encouraged Rastafari to remember always their power to create and transform.
Ras Anta, who has traveled to Shashemane in 2003,2003,
and 2004, spoke next, covering material from his dissertation “Ethiopianism, Africanity and Repatriation: An
Afrocentric Social History of Shashamane Repatriation
Community, Ethiopia, 1955-2004”. Video footage of Shashamane land grant settlers was shown and Ras Anta then
introduced Ras Nathaniel.

The Issembly for Rastafari Iniversal Education (IRIE) and the Organization of African American Rastafari Unity
(OAARU) http://beta.communities.msn.
co.za/ are working to identify and prepare
an Ethiopian Millenium Repatriation Collective of 200 people to forward to
SHASHEMANE ahead of Sept 11, 2007,
complete a micro-technical mission and
stay in Ethiopia having begun the new
millennium as Ithiopians."

Ras Nathaniel spoke briefly on the First Afrikan Liberation Day when Ta-Nahisi and Nubian forces assisted the
exiled Ta-Merians to regain Kemet from the invading
Hyksos "shephard king" forces. He then compared 1st Dynasty Pharoah Mene (who united Two Lands) with 334th
Ithiopian King Haile Selassie I who united all of Africa.
Ras Nathaniel also spoke on Daniel Robert Alexander, the
first African from America to repatriate to Ithiopia. Finally, Ras Nathaniel ended his presentation discussing the
Repatriation Census, the African Union, and citizenship
issues
The reasoning and the presentations were energized, and
the people were still gathered outside the library after it
closed. Many of the brethren and sistrens then forwarded
to an Ethiopian restaurant for more reasoning, and still
more reasoning followed at Ras Anta gates.
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DEMYSTIFYING THE ISSUE OF REPATRIATION—WISEMIND FROM RAS JAHAZIEL

REPARATIONS and REPATRIATION for the descendants of slavery and colonialism are two inseparable twins that hold between them the cornerstones for
the formation of a new international morality. If one is
stripped from the other, JUSTICE fails, and the evil
slave-master triumphs once again. Without Reparations, repatriation is more likely to become the repatriation of the privileged.
One should never forget that once upon a time there
was an argument amongst the slave-masters about
what should be done with the slaves after Emancipation. Some said “Let us see to it that they will never be
able to really OWN anything, because we cannot afford to let them become independent. Keep them so
busy working that they will never have much time to
think, and saddle them with debt so that they will
never progress. They can stay here, but they will always be kept busy in the pursuit of powerless-ness.”
Some said “But we need to keep this place ALL
WHITE, so let us bring in more Caucasians and pack
these niggers on a boat and send them back to Africa
bare-back and empty-handed the same way how they
came.” The descendants of slavery therefore find
themselves today in a situation where the man that is
tossing the coin is doing so on one condition
“HEADS, I WIN, TAILS, YOU LOSE.” Whichever
way the coin falls, it represents the triumph of injustice.
There is no escaping it. Historical consciousness is the
faculty that causes one’s eyes to truly see. Without it,
one is virtually blind. A knowledge that has no proper
grounding in the trails and trials of the African experience under slavery and colonialism, is therefore like a
branch disconnected from its roots. Such knowledge
has to go beyond the mere assimilation of facts learned
in college and university. It has to be empowered by
THE PASSION FOR JUSTICE that naturally flows
from an at-oneness with those that have long borne the
white cross. From this level of spiritual attunement,
one’s eyes will then behold the truth that REPATRIATION IS MERELY A COMPONENT OF REPARATIONS. To teach otherwise would surely grant the ole
slave-master much pleasure and satisfaction.

It should also be clearly understood that the same ole
slave-master who raped Africa and enslaved her children is very much interested in maintaining his grip on
stolen property. For this reason the people in Africa
have to be kept smelling Hell, and to see to it that they
never escape, certain educated Negroes have been put
in charge to keep the profits from the plantation flowing smoothly. This is the neo-colonial situation that
presently exists in Africa and the Caribbean where
there is a Black majority totally dominated and controlled by white invisible minorities. When one is
aware of this situation it becomes clear why, despite
the appearance of outwardly Black governments, the
movement of people has always been tightly curbed
and restricted just as in the old days on Hell plantation.
Speaking from personal experience as a Rastaman, I
have on two occasions been denied the right to set foot
on two different Caribbean islands. On neither occasion
was I ever even asked my name. Just one look was all it
took. On one of those occasions in 1975, I was restricted to the boat until it was ready to leave the harbor. On the other occasion in 1998 or thereabouts, I
was taken off the boat, stripped of shoes and all personal belongings, and then held in a jail cell until the
boat was ready to leave. All of this with no questioning. After that particular experience, I had the occasion
to speak to a sympathetic white woman who was married to a Black Rastaman, and here is what she said: “I
can understand your experience, because my husband
(the Black Rastaman from another island) was only
able to visit the island BECAUSE HE WAS WITH
ME.”
Now this is the Caribbean where all authority is visibly
Black, but it is insightful in terms of the workings of
the neo-colonial mentality. It explains why Repatriation
has so far been only a vision yet to be materialized. A
Caucasian can travel anywhere in the world without let
or hindrance. Check the same scenario in this excerpt
from a lecture by Haile Gerima the famous Ethiopian
film producer of the movie “Sankofa”:
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DEMYSTIFYING THE ISSUE OF REPATRIATION—WISEMIND FROM RAS JAHAZIEL

“I went to Ethiopia to quickly record as I was doing
pre-production for BBC, the documentary film I did
for BBC called Imperfect Journey. And here I was
with this Niagara, not a new Niagara recorder and I felt
I should record my uncle with good equipment instead
of what this brother is trying to record with. I felt it
was important archival material. When I got to Ethiopia the customs office, they were all these privileged
European people with their privileged white trust fund
skin in front of me. They went through with all their
computers and cameras and here I was with my -- you
know, Ethiopian citizen but illegal still in the actual
context of transactions in airports. I'm illegal in every
airport. I'm not complaining. It makes you connect.
That's when you know you're like the Pakistanian, the
Indian, because in London you look around, you're
kept -- you know where you belong and language is
not important, just you know where you are on this
planet. And it's educational. But, any how, here I was,
excited with this equipment going to go through this
customs and I was stopped. Also an Ethiopian guy
with me was also a filmmaker, his machine was taken
and mine was taken. Here I was, when I was supposed
to go to the village for the time period I have, I'm at
the Custom's office stranded trying to liberate the
equipment. I stayed there trying to fight for a whole
week, two weeks doing nothing and my relatives are
all in Ghanda.
So, I just left it and visited friends and took some pictures and got back in the airport and then they handed
me my Niagara to take it out. Now, that is not explainable in any logic. I just want you to keep that in mind.
It will connect somewhere. That's why most people
don't know how to follow my movie. My thought processes is a very primitive and organized thought process. So, here again, I come back to Ethiopia with now
what we call the `White Visa'. I had my white people
from England. I made sure I had three white people in
front of me, and I went through the visa and immigration and customs, straight without any problem
through their power. I went through every check point
in Ethiopia just fronting them in the Land Rover. I
made them look like they were the boss, though they
were my employees. And the driver always has to have
a white person in front of him at every check point.
The driver has to quickly point "_________,
________," the new World Bank IMF power. And the
government has told everybody, don't stop (foreigners)
don't mistreat them, give them everything, don't stop
them.

So here I am going any where I wanted to go with this
power, armed with this power. Went to every dungeon
and made my film. I recorded people who are afraid for
their life, hidden in a covert way. And left. We tried in
Ethiopia and that is to interview the president. The
president refused to be interviewed by me although he
is accessible to every beginning white filmmaker that I
met who were there from Germany, Holland and. They
always say, "We like your film. And I hope I can work
with you." But they are in charge of my country. And I
always ask them to do me a favor, to get me around.”
There are two things that neo-colonial governments
despise most, poor people and culturally conscious
people.
It has long been known to the wise, and to those that
have been put in charge of the neo-colonial system in
Africa, that “ONE POOR PLUS ONE POOR
EQUALS TOO POOR.” What this really says is that if
one repatriates without ever breaking the cycle of persistent poverty here, one is more likely to be considered an additional burden on reaching there. That is
why no head of state is ever willing to permit largescale immigration of more poor people. Even between
neighboring states in Africa, immigration authorities
have been placed in the road to prevent the influx of
MORE POOR PEOPLE. Every place where you go in
the so-called third world or developing world today, in
every harbor and every airport there is an invisible sign
saying “WE DON’T WANT NO MORE POOR PEOPLE HERE.” In smaller writing there is another that
says “and conscious people are not welcome either, because they are potential threats.
This brings us to the real truth that THE EDUCATED
NEGRO IS THE MAIN BARRIER TO BLACK PROGRESS. He has been placed in a comfortable position
by invisible puppeteers who are very skilled in the art
of pulling strings. Whether he does it consciously or
unconsciously, the educated Negro is generally a facilitator in the centuries -old project of Black exploitation.
His greatest concern is to keep his personal safe place
secure, and by his actions, he displays a greater kinship
with the white exploiter.
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When REPARATIONS and REPATRIATION are
examined under the clear microscope of consciousness, one will see that their full attainment will only
come after serious revolutionary changes in the present status quo. Moses has to take the message to the
powers that be, and the foundations have to be shaken
so severely that little puppet heads will roll. This is
not to say that everyone should sit patiently and wait
for the earthquake. A concerted effort should still be
made meanwhile to attain some level of poor people’s empowerment, for as Marcus Garvey once said,
a people without real power will always be a people
without respect. This is why after so many years in
the Caribbean where the Rasta people are the poorest,
they are still the least respected and the most oppressed.
This brings us to the most current issue that the conscious people should be addressing …the issue of
self-empowerment or poor-people’s empowerment.
When a people have been robbed of their land and its
natural resources, the only other resource that is
available to them is THEIR NATURAL CREATIVE
TALENT. If these talents have not been fully developed and mobilized, such people will forever continue to spend their lives laboring to make the slavemaster rich. Even those few talents that they have discovered will continue to be exploited by others
In the absence of REPARATIONS, this development
and mobilization of the people’s creative talent-base
would have to precede Repatriation. Where this has
not been done, REPATRIATION will be nothing
more than the movement of a people who have been
able to serve the slave-master long enough to BUY
their freedom of movement. And it ought to be considered that the slave-master has set up his system in
such a way, that by the time you bow and serve him
long enough to buy your freedom, your mind is no
longer much different to his.
If such people are repatriated to Africa, they will
quite easily keep silent and non-involved in the struggle for justice there. They will betray the downtrodden, and by their non-involvement, make common cause with Africa’s neo-colonial stooges. By attaining the presently required financial resources,
such repatriates would have achieved something that
is almost impossible for the average African to
achieve.

It is not good to be viewed as an island of prosperity in
a sea of poverty. In places like Nigeria, such Black
achievers usually live behind large iron gates with
guards at the door, and high walls with barbed wire
strung on top.
True Repatriation must therefore be accompanied by a
total revolutionary change in the African social, political, and economic system that allows prosperity to be
more broad-based. Otherwise, repatriation will be just a
matter of RELOCATING HELL.
Apocalyptic doctrines should never be allowed to put
common sense to sleep. Those that step in the right
should never be guided by fear. Each one must ask
themselves, “What is my particular role in this battle to
lift Black humanity from the dust of disadvantage,
scorn, and perpetual servitude? What are my unique talents, and how can they best be utilized to accomplish
these goals in this generation?” When these questions
are properly answered, everyone will know what his or
her divinely-appointed station is in this final battle to
restore the right. Some may be called sooner than others
to make the journey now to help spread the light of consciousness, with the full knowledge that they will be opposed by Black oppressors. Others may have to fight in
the lands of the white oppressors to give more power to
the truth by galvanizing a movement similar to the days
of the civil-rights movement.
Whether Hell is in the east or in the west, it is still Hell,
so the battle will remain the same in either place. When
this consciousness comes home fully, one will not be
motivated in one’s efforts to repatriate by the feeling
that one is making an escape for a safe place. On the
contrary, one will be relocating with the full knowledge
that one is moving into place to take over the baton of
struggle from the likes of Haile Selassie, Muguabe,
Mbeki, Mandela, Steve Biko and all those who fought to
bring Africa this far from the clutches of colonialism.
The struggle for African liberation must now be taken to
its ultimate conclusion, and that is the task that has been
prepared for this generation.
Ras Jahaziel.
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These stories are from Trinidad and Tobago, they were told to
us as children.
Stories Meh Moddha Told Meh is a valuable document.
The author has given these stories a colloquial texture… I am
convinced that everyone exploring these pages will hear his/
her own mother’s voice relating these stories.
Rev, G. Modele Clark.
What a delight ! From start to finish. I felt the need (or
beauty) of the pictures you paint.
Karen Loughran, Teacher
STORIES MEH MODDHA TOLD MEH
By Lance Seunarine
Http://www.tricanbooks.com

Elder Thomas (I-Marts) Martin original
Bass drum player for Ras Michael and
the Sons of Negus
Photo By Bro. Joel Heaton © 2003

“Be it understood that while we Ethiopians are justly proud of
our national heritage, we do not look backwards to find our national purpose but forward to the full realization of Our national
goals.”
H.I.M. Haile Selassie I, May 7, 1965.

Trinidad and Tobago Rastafari United

"Today, the women of the world are not content only to live as housewives. In most countries they are striving harder
and harder for higher education so that they may participate in the civic duties of their community and nation. In
time of war, women like men, have served and some of them have fought side by side with the men. ………..
H.I.M Haile Selassie

Trinidad and Tobago Rastafari United
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TOGETHER WE ASPIRE— TOGETHER WE ACHIEVE
ONE AIM— ONE GOD— ONE DESTINY
Published By The Trinidad and Tobago Rastafari United
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